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Experience

Graphic Era University  Developer & Designer |
July 2022 — Present

 Launched production-ready websites for Graphic Era Group, 
leveraging diverse technologies, including the flagship website https://
geu.ac.in, resulting in a more visually appealing and engaging website 
that garnered a 25% increase in traffic and improved user flow

 Development efforts on https://geimshospital.com, enabled patients 
to conveniently schedule appointments online, resulting in an average 
of 80+ appointments booked via the website. This significantly 
improved the hospital's operational efficiency and patient 
satisfaction

 Contributed to the development of a centralized online hub for new 
students entering the college, including the websites 
https://induction.geu.one and https://buzz.geu.ac.in, streamlining the 
onboarding process and enabling better student queries resolution.

Google Developers  Google Developers Student Clubs Lead |
August 2020 — August 2021

 Expanded Student Clubs reach by over 1400%, cultivating a thriving 
online community of 1000 students across 4 platforms, from an mere 
initial 70 members

 Executed several successful events and workshops across diverse 
domains (Web, Cloud, Mobile Development, etc.)  engaging and 
educating audiences of over 300+ attendees per event, resulting in 
increased student awareness

 Lead an high-performing internal team of 10+ members to execute 
successful events from end-to-end and building products for society.

Projects

Salyd  Mobile app (iOS & Android) on GitHub , Website|
Created a mobile app (iOS & Android) for restaurants that allows 
customers to view menus and create rooms of table on their devices, as 
well as providing real-time order and payment status updates for 
restaurants, enabling contactless dining.

React Builder  Website , GitHub|
A web app that speeds up the development of React apps by providing 
customized components, pages, routing, with pre-configured 
dependencies. It allows developers to save 150+ lines of code on 
average per project, reducing rewrites and shortening project timelines.

Health Bridge  Website , GitHub|
Developed a platform connecting patients with doctors, allowing patients 
to book appointments, receive online consultations, and receive 
prescriptions.

Achievements

TEDxGraphicEraUniversity 2022
Created TEDx website with online registration & 
ticketing and QR code verification for 400+ 
attendees. Designed creatives & goodies as part of 
branding team.

Microsoft Imagine Cup India 2021 
Grand Finalist
Designed a student app for behavior and academic 
assessment, enhancing productivity and 
performance. Ranked top 7 out of 353 teams and 
10,000+ entries in India finals.

Smart India Hackathon 2020 India Finalist
Developed a localized auction app for farmers, 
increasing their profitability. Selected as a finalist 
in India's biggest hackathon with 200,000+ 
participants.

Technical SKILLS

TypeScript  |  JavaScript  |  Next.js(ISR, SSR, SSG)

React.js(Hooks, Context)  |  Node.js  |  HTML

React Native  |  Tailwind CSS  |  CSS  |  Sass

Docker  | Git & GitHub  |  Prisma  |  Express.js  
Mongoose  |  ESLint  |  Firebase  |  Vercel

SQL — MySQL  |  PostgreSQL  |  SQLite

NoSQL — MongoDB  |  Firestore  

AWS  |  GCP  |  Microsoft Azure

Cloud Computing  |  C++/C  |  REST APIs  |  CI/CD

Linux Commands  |  Microservices  |  Frontend

Backend  |  Full Stack  |  DevOps

EDUCATION & SOFT SKILLS

Under Graduation in Computer Science 
2019 — 2023 | Graphic Era University
 Current CGPA - 9.61 / 1
 Led teams to success (leadership) through 

effective event planning (storytelling, 
communication), using innovative and creative 
materials (creativity, innovation) for exponential 
growth (growth mindset).
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